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Lecture 6: Highlights
•Basic algorithms:

• Binary search – reminder and real time measurements

• Sort

• Merge

• Complexity of algorithms
• The O(…) notation
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Lecture 7: Plan

1. Complexity of algorithms
• The O(…) notation – reminder and examples

• Worst / best case analysis

• Tractable and intractable problems

2.  Lambda expressions for anonymous functions,

High order functions: 

• Numerical derivatives and integrals. 

3. Floating point  (bounded precision) numbers
3



Growth Rate (reminder)

 We will be interested in how the number of operations changes 
with input size.

 In most cases, we will not care about the exact function, but in its 
“order”, or growth rate.

 Sometimes we will only be interested/able to give an upper 
bound for this growth rate. We will, however, strive to make this 
upper bound as tight (=low) as we can.
 In this course, we will almost always be able to give tight upper bounds.

 We need some formal definition for ”growth rate upper bound”.
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Big O Notation (reminder)

• We say that a function f(n) is O(g(n)) if there is 
a constant c such that for large enough n, 

|f(n)| ≤ c ∙ |g(n)|

• We denote this as f(n) = O(g(n))

For example:
• 5n∙log2(n) = O(n log(n))      [where did the log base disappear?]

• 2log2(n) = O(n)                     [not the tightest possible bound]

• 1000∙n∙log2(n) = O(n2)        [not the tightest possible bound]

•2n/100 ≠ O(n100)
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Big O Notation - example

Consider the two functions g(n) = 10 ∙ n ∙ log2 n + 1, 

and f(n) = n2 ∙  (2 + sin(n)/3) + 2. It is not hard to verify that

g(n) = O(f(n))). Yet, for small values of n, g(n) > f(n), as can be

seen in the following plot.
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Big O Notation – example (cont)

But for large enough n, g(n) < f(n), as can be seen in the next 
plot.
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But remember that for big O, g(n) may be larger than f(n), as 
long as there is a constant c such that g(n) < c ∙ f(n)
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Basic Algorithms –

Time Complexity Summary

Time complexityAlgorithm

Worst case 

scenario

Best case 

scenario

O(n)

O(logn)

O(1)

O(1)

Search - sequential

Binary search

O(n2)O(n2)Selection sort

O(n+m)O(n+m)Merge



Big O Notation: A Discussion
• how can an algorithm with O(logn) time complexity look like?

• Halves (or divides by some other constant) the problem size 
• example: binary search

• how can an algorithm with O(n) time complexity look like
• A constant number of operation for each element
• example: the palindrome problem, merge (2 input sizes)

• how can an algorithm with O(n2) time complexity look like?
• Have to look at all pairs of elements
• example: selection sort

• how can an algorithm with O(2n) time complexity look like?
• Need to look at all possible “solutions”
• example: naïve integer exponentiation 

(exponential in the number of bits of the exponent)
soon: towers of Hanoi, trial division, gcd

• We deal with them, point they are fine for small size inputs, AND try to improve upon them 
(not always successfully).9



Complexity Hierarchy
O(1)

O(logn)

O(n)

O(n2)

O(2n)

constant

logarithmic

Poly-logarithmic

linear

quadratic

exponential

O(log2n)

O(3n)

…    

O(nlogn)
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We’ll meet 
this guy later 
in the course
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10 20 30 40 50 60

n
1.0E-09 2.0E-09 3.0E-09 4.0E-09 5.0E-09 6.0E-09

seconds seconds seconds seconds seconds seconds

n2 1.0E-08 4.0E-08 9.0E-08 1.6E-07 2.5E-07 3.6E-07

seconds seconds seconds seconds seconds seconds

n3 1.0E-07 8.0E-07 2.7E-06 6.4E-06 1.3E-05 2.2E-05

seconds seconds seconds seconds seconds seconds

n5 1.0E-05 0.00032 0.00243 0.01024 0.03125 0.07776

seconds seconds seconds seconds seconds seconds

2n 1.02E-07 1.05E-04 0.107 1.833 1.303 0.64

seconds seconds seconds minutes days years

3n 5.9E-06 0.35 5.72 38.55 22764 1.34E+09

seconds seconds hours years centuries centuries

How would execution time for a very fast, modern processor (1010

ops per second, say) vary for a task with the following time 
complexities and n = input sizes?

Modified from Garey and Johnson's classical book

Tractability - Basic Distinction:

Polynomial time = tractable. Exponential time = intractable.



Time Complexity - What is tractable
in Practice?

• A polynomial-time algorithm is good.

• An exponential-time algorithm is bad.

• n100 is polynomial, hence good.

• 2n/100 is exponential, hence bad.

Yet for input of size n = 4000, the n100 time 
algorithm takes more than 1035 centuries on the 
above mentioned machine, while the

2n/100 algorithm runs in just under two minutes.
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Time Complexity - Advice

• Trust, but check! Don't just mumble "polynomial-time 
algorithms are good", "exponential-time algorithms 
are bad" because the lecturer told you so.

• Asymptotic run time and the O notation are 
important, and in most cases help clarify and simplify 
the analysis.

• But when faced with a concrete task on a specific 
problem size, you may be far away from "the 
asymptotic".

• In addition, constants hidden in the O notation may 
have unexpected impact on actual running time.
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Time Complexity – Advice (cont.)

• We will employ both asymptotic analysis and 
direct measurements of the actual running time.

• For direct measurements, we will use either the time
package and the time.clock() function.

• Or the timeit package and the timeit.timeit() function.

• Both have some deficiencies, yet are highly useful for 
our needs.
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And Now to Something Completely Different:  
Lambda Expressions; Numerical Mathematics 
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Short digression:
Expression vs. Statement

• An expression is anything that "has a value". Anything that can be the right hand 
side of an assignments (e.g., res = … ). 

• Expressions are combined to larger expressions by operators

>>> 3+4
5
>>> x>y
False
>>> x>y and “A” in “Amir”
False
>>> min([1,2,3,4,5])
1
>>> [x**2 for x in [1,2,3] if x-1 != 0]    #list comprehension
[4,9]
>>> "equal" if x==4 else "not equal“    #if expression
'equal'

• A statement is a code segment that performs some action, and does not “have a 
value”: assignments, loops, conditionals, functions definition.

• Lambda expressions, which we will now see, can include only expressions.16



λ Expressions and λ Calculus
The λ (lambda) calculus was invented 
by Alonzo Church  (1903-1995). Church 
was one of the great mathematicians 
and logicians of the twentieth century. 
Lambda calculus was one of several 
attempts to capture a mathematical 
notion of computing, long before actual 
computers existed.
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You will meet him (Church) at least once more in 
your studies, when you get to the famous Church 
thesis in the Computational Models course.

(photo from Wikipedia)



λ Expressions, cont

• In the current context, we will concentrate on λ 
expressions:  These have the form  λ x1 x2 … xk : expression

• Such a λ expression represents an “anonymous function ''.

• The arguments are the x1 x2 … xk (k≥0)

• The  expression on the right is the body of the function, 
which is to be executed with the actual values supplied 
upon calling the function.

• This construct does not have any explicit name. Thus it is 
an “anonymous'' function.

• The function can be applied and executed like any other 
function.
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λ Expressions: A few Examples
• Given the three coordinates x,y,z in Euclidean 3D space, the 

length of the vector going from (0,0,0)  to (x,y,z)  is                        .

• In Python, this can be defined as following:
def euclid(x,y,z):

return (x**2 + y**2 + z**2)**0.5

>>> type(euclid)

<class 'function'>

>>> euclid

<function euclid at 0x00000000037BF158> 

>>> hex(id(euclid))

'0x37bf158'

>>> euclid(2,3,4)

5.385164807134504

• So euclid is an object of type function, placed in the 
computer’s memory just like any other object.19

zyx 222 

38.529423222 



λ Expressions: A few Examples
• So we have:

def euclid(x,y,z):

return (x**2 + y**2 + z**2)**0.5

• An alternative way to define this function would be:

>>> euclid2 = lambda x,y,z: (x**2 + y**2 + z**2)**0.5

>>> type(euclid2)

<class 'function'> 

>>> type(lambda x,y,z: (x**2 + y**2 + z**2)**0.5)

<class 'function'> 

>>> lambda x,y,z: (x**2 + y**2 + z**2)**0.5

<function <lambda> at 0x170b150>

• The Python Shell informed that this is a function.
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λ Expressions: A few Examples
>>> euclid2 = lambda x,y,z: (x**2 + y**2 + z**2)**0.5

• This function can subsequently be applied:

>>> euclid2(2,3,4)

5.385164807134504

• We can also use a function without a name (notice the extra 
parenthesis):

>>> (lambda x,y,z: (x**2 + y**2 + z**2)**0.5)(2 ,3 ,4)

5.385164807134504
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 ?Why Should We Care
We saw we could define

>>> euclid = lambda x,y,z: (x**2 + y**2 + z**2)**0.5

and invoke it by calling, e.g.
>>> euclid(2,3,4)

But then def euclid(x,y,z):

return (x**2 + y**2 + z**2)**0.5

does exactly the same.

• So what are these weird, cumbersome λ expression good for in 
our context? 

1) A nice way to define short, simple functions

2) A way to define anonymous functions, usually in higher 
order functions, which we will now see.

• We will see examples that show the usefulness of λ expressions.
22



The Derivative as a “High Order Operator”
As you surely recall, the derivative of  f at point x is defined 
by 
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• We want to define a Python function diff that receives a  
function, f , as its input argument and produces the function
f’ (the derivative of f ) as its returned value.

• We cannot compute the limit as h → 0, so we compute the 
value at some small h.

• So, this diff is a “high order function'':  if uses another 
function as input and/or output. However, for Python this is 
nothing unusual.

def diff(f):

h=0.001

return (lambda x: (f(x+h)-f(x))/h)



The Derivative as a “High Order Operator”
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On input  f , a real value function, diff(f) returns another
Python function, which is (a numeric approximation to) 
the derivative of f.

>>> diff(lambda x: x**3)   # derivative of f(x)=x**3

<function <lambda > at 0x300d978 >  # outcome of diff

>>> diff(lambda x: x**3)(5) # apply the resulting 

75.01500100002545  function on 5



Highly Variable Functions
So far, we assumed that  h=0.001 is small enough for our needs.
This may be OK in most cases, but for highly variable functions, 
the outcome may be very inaccurate.

As a specific (and somewhat artificial) example, consider the 

function sin_by_million (x) = sin(106∙x), its derivative is 

106 ∙ cos(106∙x) so at point x=0 its value is 106 ∙cos(0) =106,           

so diff(sin_by_million)(0)  should be approximately  106

def sin_by_million(x):

return math.sin(10**6*x)

>>> diff(sin_by_million)(0)

826.8795405320026 #???
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Implementation and  Default Parameters' 
Values 

826.8795405320026 is, ahhm, not even close to 106=1,000,000.
The reason for this discrepancy is that  h=0.001 is usually small 
enough, but it is way too big for sin_by_million.

We already saw that Python provides a mechanism of default 
values for parameters.
This let us use a predetermined value as a default parameter, yet 
use different values when we deem it necessary. We recommend 
you explicitly specify the original parameter name when setting 
such a different value (even though in some cases, for example 
with a single default parameter, this is  not required  by Python)

def diff_param(f, h=0.001):

#when h not specified, default h=0.001 is used

return (lambda x: (f(x+h)-f(x))/h(

26



Short digression:
Optional and Named Parameters in Python

• Optional parameter: a function can define default value for a 
parameter, which is used when a call omits this parameter .

• Arguments may be passed in any order by using named parameters. 
They can be combined with positional parameters - positional 
parameters first.

def f(a, b=1, c=2):

return a + 2*b + 3*c

27

>>> f(4 ,5 ,6)

32

>>> f(4 ,5)

20

>>> f(4)

12

>>> f(4, b=5)

20

>>> f(4, c=3)

15

>>> f(c=3, a=4)

15

>>> f(b=5, a=4, c =6)

32 



Generalized Implementation and Default 
Parameters

def diff_param(f, h=0.001):

#when h not specified, default h=0.001 is used

return (lambda x: (f(x+h)-f(x))/h(

We can now apply this mechanism with different degrees of resolution.
>>> diff_param(sin_by_million)(0)

826.8795405320026 # no h specified - default h used

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million ,h =0.001)(0)

826.8795405320026 # parameter equals the default h

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million ,h =0.00001)(0)

-54402.11108893698 # smaller and smaller h

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million ,h =0.0000001)(0)

998334.1664682814 # better and better accuracy for derivative

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million ,h =0.000000001)(0)

999999.8333333416

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million ,h =0.000000000001)(0)

999999.9999998333 # indeed almost 1000000 , as expected

Recall that real numbers (type  float in Python) have a limit on accuracy.  
A value that is too small will be interpreted as zero.
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Definite Integrals
Let f: R → R be a real valued function. Under some mild 
conditions (e.g piecewise continuity), its definite integral

29
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as the signed area between 
the curve of f(x) and the x-axis



Computing the Integral
To approximate the definite integral, 

we consider a (small) positive value h , and look at the finite 
arithmetic sequence of points, starting at a , going up to b, with 
"jumps'' equal h,

30
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bounded between the x-axis and the function f(x) at point a+ ih,
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http://spiff.rit.edu/classes/phys317/lectures/
num_integ.html
Copyright © Michael Richmond



Computing the Integral, cont.

Summing all these “rectangle terms'', we get the expression
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These “Riemann sums'' converge, as h→ 0 , to the definite 
integral.
As was the case with the derivative, we will not deal with the limit 
process, but instead take a small, albeit fixed, value for h.
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Size of Intervals, h

The question of what values of h to take in order 
to guarantee that the resulting approximation is 
within a desired precision δ is

a) dependent on properties of f (like the extreme 
values of its slope within the interval [a,b])

b) studied extensively within numerical 
mathematics.
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The Integral as a “High Order Operator”

• Our input will be a real valued function, f.
• We want to return as the output another function, the 

definite integral, whose input is two endpoints a,b of an 
interval, and whose output is an approximation to the 
definite integral

33

• The approximation will be computed by taking the Rieman
sum with the parameter h=0.001.

• Remarks: This parameter h=0.001 can obviously be 
changed at will. Furthermore, the use of default 
parameter's value  to control the integral, like we did with 
the derivative, is possible and even desirable. And we 
should verify that a<b , and further that h << b-a.

• To clarify: by input and output we mean the parameter, 
and the returned value of the function.

( )
b

a
f x dx



Python Code: The Integral as a “High Order 
Operator”

def integral(f, h=0.001):

""" definite integral : function of a, b """

return lambda a,b:    \

h * sum(f(a+i*h) \

for i in range(0, int((b-a)/h )))

# Recall that \ ( backslash ) denotes explicit line 

continuation

def square(x):

return x**2

>>> integral(square)(0 ,1)

0.33283349999999995 # should be (1**3)/3=0.33333

>>> integral(diff(square))(0 ,2)

3.9999999999996643   # should be x**2
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Python Code: The Integral as a “High Order 
Operator”

>>> integral(square)(0 ,1)

0.33283349999999995 # should be (1**3)/3=0.33333

>>> integral(diff(square))(0 ,2)

3.9999999999996643

>>> integral(diff(square),h=0.000001)(0 ,2) #higher resolution

4.001997999999674

>>> integral (diff (square))(0 ,100)

10000.00000002182

>>> integral (diff (square),h=0.000001)(0 ,100) # higher res.

10000.0999000218 # much higher run time , LESS precision
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Python Code: The Integral as a “High 
Order Operator''

• We took the (numeric) derivative of square (x)=x2

which is (or at least should be) 2x.

• We then took the definite integral of this function 
over the intervals [0,2]  and [0,100] , respectively. 
The results are satisfyingly  close to what they 
should be (4 and 10,000 , respectively).

• Surprisingly, increasing the resolution (h=0.000001
instead of the default h=0.001) actually decreased
the outcome's precision. Can you think why?
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Integration: Additional Examples
>>> diff_cos = diff(math.sin)

>>> integral(diff_cos)(0, math.pi/2)

0.9999996829318186

>>> math.sin(math.pi/2)

1.0

>>> integral(diff_cos)(0, math.pi)

0.0005926535551937746

>>> integral(diff_cos ,h=0.0000001)(0 , math.pi)

-0.00099984632690321

>>> math.sin(math.pi)

1.2246467991473532e-16

Again, we get good agreements (up to small numeric fluctuations) 
between the original function, sin()  and the integral of its derivative.

A smaller value h had caused more exhaustive computation of the 
integral, yet did not result in higher precision. This is in contrast to 
the phenomena regarding differentiation (why?)
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Numeric vs. Symbolic Differentiation
def penta(x):

return x**5

>>> diff(penta)(2)

80.0800400099888  # 5*2**4=80

>>> diff_param (penta ,h=0.0000001)(5)

3125.000134787115 # 5*5**4=3125

• You may argue that such an outcome is not what we are really  
after.

• penta (x)=x5, so the derivative should produce penta’(x)=5x4.

• Likewise, we may want to get sin(x)’ = cos(x)
• The diff operator we defined is numerical . It transforms a 

“numeric'' function into a different “numeric'' function.

• It is very different from  symbolic differentiation , alluded to 
above.
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Symbolic Differentiation

We would like to have a function like this

>>> symbolic_diff(representation of x^5)

Representation of 5*x^4

Then we can compute this once, then apply to different values 
of x to get the numeric result.

For this, we need to decide:
• how to represent functions (as strings?)
• which functions to include? 

• polynomials, exponents, log, trigonometric
• Function should be based on the basic rules of derivatives

• derivative of a constant,  x , sum of functions, ….  

39



Symbolic Functions Representation
Let us define a list of  "atomic functions: "
• Constant functions f(x) = c
• The identity function f(x) = x
• The sine function f(x) = sin(x(

• The cosine function f(x) = cos(x(

• The exponentiation function f(x) = ex

• The logarithm function f(x) = ln(x(

40



Symbolic Functions Representation
Functions can be combined using 
• negation -f(x)
• addition f(x)+g(x) 
• subtraction f(x)-g(x)     [this or negation not needed]
• multiplication f(x)∙g(x) 
• division f(x)/g(x) 
• exponentiation f(x)g(x)

• function composition f(g(x)) 

41



Symbolic Differentiation: 
Atomic Functions

The differentiation operator, which we will denote by 
diff, operates recursively  on the function structure.

If f  is one of the  "atomic functions", its derivative is 
determined a priori, as following:

• diff (constant) = 0

• diff (identity) = 1

• diff (sin) = cos

• diff (cos) = -sin

• diff (ex) = ex

• diff (ln (x)) = 1/x

42



Symbolic Differentiation: 
Compound Functions

For compound functions, we recursively* apply the 
known differentiation rules

• diff (f + g) = diff(f) + diff(g(

• diff (f  - g) = diff(f) - diff(g(

• diff (f ∙ g) = diff(f) ∙ g + f ∙ diff(g)

• diff (f /g) = (diff(f) ∙ g - f ∙ diff(g) ) /g2

• diff (f(g)) = (diff (f)(g)) ∙  diff (g)   (chain rule)

Remark: f(x)g(x) = e g(x)∙ln(f(x)) , so diff (f g) can be computed 
by the chain rule:

• diff (f g) = e g(x)∙ln f ∙ (diff(g)∙ln f + g∙diff(f) / f )

43 * Recursion is one of the course main topics, we will learn it soon



More on Symbolic Differentiation
• Symbolic differentiation thus becomes a question of 

manipulating strings . 
• There are additional issues tackled in any Computer Algebra 

package (e.g.  Sage, Maple, or Mathematica), such as symbolic 
integration, polynomial (not integer) factorization, or 
expression simplification  (e.g.  replacing x+x2+x+2 x2 by 
2x+3x2 ). Many of these issues involve deep algorithmic and 
mathematical understanding.

• We  will not develop code for symbolic differentiation, or any 
of the other tasks .We may get back to this issue in the future.

• But for now, we'll just show a screenshot from Sage, a free, 
open-source, symbolic mathematics software system. 
Incidentally, it has a Python based interface.

44
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Symbolic Mathematics in Sage : 
Sample screenshot

Sage (and other symbolic mathematics packages, like Maple, 
Mathematica, etc.) are certainly capable of much more. These 
capabilities are highly useful in diverse contexts.
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Floating Point Arithmetic 

46



Floating Point Arithmetic

• Our real number arithmetic is done using floating points 
numbers , of bounded accuracy (which is determined by the 
“physical word size'', the operating system you are using ,the 
version of the interpreter, etc., etc.(.

• Floating point arithmetic carries many surprises for the 
unwary. This follows from the fact that floating numbers are 
represented as a number in binary, namely the sum of a fixed 
number of (positive and negative) powers of two.

• The bad news is that very simple rational numbers cannot be 
represented this way. For example, the decimal 0.1=1/10
cannot be represented as a sum of powers of two, since the 
denominator has prime factors other than 2, in this case, 5.
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Wonders of Floating Point Arithmetic
A confusing issue is that when we type 0.1 (or, equivalently, 1/10) to 
the interpreter, the reply is 0.1.
>>> 1/10
0.1

This  does not mean that 0.1 is represented exactly as a floating point 
number. It just means that Python's designers have built the display
function to act this way. In fact the inner representation of 0.1 on 
most machines today is 3602879701896396 / 2**55.
>>> 1/10 == 3602879701896397 / 2**55
True

And so is the inner representation of 0.10000000000000001 .
Since the two have the same inner representation, no wonder that  
display treats them the same
>>> 0.10000000000000001
0.1

48



More Wonders of Floating Point 
Arithmetic

Once we realize this inherent restriction of floating point 
arithmetic, some mysteries are resolved. For example

>>> 0.1+0.1==0.2
True
>>> 0.1+0.1+0.1 == 0.3
False

And indeed,
>>> 0.1+0.1
0.2
>>> 0.1+0.1+0.1
0.30000000000000004
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And Even More Wonders of Floating Point 
Arithmetic

• As we have pointed out, floating point precision is determined by 
the “physical word size'', the operating system you are using, the 
version of the interpreter, etc. etc. 

• For example, the following results were obtained on a MacBook 
Pro, running MAC OSX version 10.6.8, Build 10K549, using Python 
version 3.2.2 and the IDLE interpreter, and also on a Lenovo X1, 
running Windows 7 Professional 64 bit, using Python version 3.3.0 
and the IDLE interpreter,

>>> type(10**(-324))
<class 'float'>
>>> 10**(-324)==0.
True
>>> 10**(-323)==0.
False

• So supposedly precision on that specific machine around zero is 
323 digital points. This may seem incompatible with having

>>> 0.10000000000000001 == 0.1
True
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Representation of Floating Point Numbers
(for reference only)

Suppose we deal with a machine with 64 bit words. A floating point 
number is typically represented by
sign ∙ fraction ∙ 2exponent

The  sign is  +/- (1 indicates negative,  0  indicates non-negative).
The  fraction is a sum of negative powers of 2, represented by 52 
bits, 0 ≤ fraction ≤ 1-2-52

The exponent is an integer, represented in a sneaky way by 11 bits 
(one used for the sign), -1023 ≤ exponent ≤ 1023

51

In particular, the largest floating point number in a 64 bit word is 
smaller than 21024 , and larger than 21023

(figure from Wikipedia)



Representation of Floating Point Numbers 
(for reference only)

52

The largest floating point number in a 64 bit word is smaller 
than 21024 , and larger than 21023. We can try looking for this 
maximum,

>>> sum(2.0**i for i in range(971,1024))

1.7976931348623157e+308

>>> sum(2.0**i for i in range(970,1024))

inf



Arithmetic of Floating Point Numbers
(for reference only)

Multiplication is done by multiplying the two fractions, and adding the 
two exponents.

Addition is done by first representing both numbers with the same 
exponent, then adding the weighted fractions, then converting back
so that the fraction is smaller than 1.

Subtraction and division are analogous to addition and multiplication, 
correspondingly.

Addition and subtraction often lead to substantial loss of precision .

>>> a=1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.0

>>> b=1111111111111111111111111111111.0

>>> a/b

1.0000000000000001e+18

>>> a-b==a

True
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Relaxed Equality for Floating Point Arithmetic
(for reference only)

We may attempt to solve some non intuitive issues with floating 
point numbers by redefining equality to mean equality up to some 
epsilon. For example
def float_eq(num1, num2, epsilon=10**(-10)):

"""re-defines equality of floating point numbers"""

assert(isinstance(num1,float) and \

isinstance(num2,float))

return abs(num1-num2)<epsilon

This indeed solves one problem
>>> float_eq(0.1+0.1+0.1,0.3)

True

But now this new equality relation is not transitive:
>>> float_eq(0.,2*11**(-10))

True

>>> float_eq(2*11**(-10),4*11**(-10))

True

>>> float_eq(0.,4*11**(-10))

False
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Floating Point Arithmetic vs. Rational Arithmetic

So, no matter how we turn it around, floating point arithmetic 
introduces some challenges and problems we are not very used to in 
``everyday mathematical life''.
Questions:
1. Can we do something about this?
2. Should we bother?
Answers:
1. Yes, we can!  (Unbounded precision, rational arithmetic)
2. Usually not:  Typically the results of rational (unbounded 

precision) arithmetic for numerical computations are very similar 
to results from floating point arithmetic. Yet rational arithmetic is 
not for free -- huge numerators and denominators tend to form, 
slowing down computation significantly, for no good reason.

3. Still, in some singular (and fairly rare) cases, numerical 
computations can be unstable , and the outcomes of floating 
point vs. rational arithmetic can be very different .
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